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THE STORY
The taxi cartel has lost its grip on the six northern cities. Today’s the day it goes out of business.
You are the leader of a rideshare corporation and you are on a mission to scoop up riders left without
transportation in the wake of the cartel’s collapse. But you are not the only rideshare operator in town, and so far
it’s been a tight race for dominance. Today is your last chance to acquire just the right riders,
and in just the right cities, in order to emerge victorious.

COMPONENTS





126 rider cards
30 driver cards
12 loan cards
10 milestone cards






33 strategy tool cards
4 optional actions cards
4 turn steps guide cards
1 first player card

Sample Cards
Rideshare Wars is a blend of fun card artwork and solid gameplay
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GAME OVERVIEW
In Rideshare Wars, players use driver cards to pay the cost to acquire rider
cards. You use rider cards to build out a tableau which represents your
market presence across the six northern cities. To win the game, a player
must successfully navigate the balance between acquiring rider cards in as
many cities as possible, whilst at the same time accumulating as many
cards as possible in only two or three cities (a.k.a “piling up” riders):
 Players start out in a race to achieve market presence milestones, and
earn milestone cards, by acquiring certain combinations of rider cards
from as many cities as possible. The first player to collect a certain
number of milestone cards instantly wins the game.
 If no one collects enough milestone cards to snatch instant victory, the
game is played over 15 rounds and the winner is determined by
scoring cards in each player’s tableau...except that rider cards are
scored only for cities where player has “piled up” the most rider cards
than any other player. Over the course of a game, each player
accumulates “secret” rider cards that are only revealed at the end of
the game, which means oftentimes you can never be too sure that you
will have the right to score a particular city until it’s time for final
scoring.
Rider cards come in a variety of values and card powers. Generally, low
value rider cards have beneficial powers whilst high value cards have
adverse powers. As players acquire riders, their starting supply of driver
cards eventually starts to run out. Players have multiple ways of generating
additional drivers, with some ways being more efficient than others.
HOW TO WIN (2-4 PLAYER RULES)
1. Collect Milestone Cards
A Player wins immediately if they have earned the following number of
milestone cards:
2 players
6 milestone cards
3 players
5 milestone cards
4 players
4 milestone cards
You gain 1 milestone card if:
 You are the first player to have riders in all 3 zones of a city
(Each city has three zones in it –Uptown, Midtown and Downtown)
 At end of your turn, you have presence in the most Uptown zones
 At end of your turn, you have presence in the most Midtown zones
 At end of your turn, you have presence in the most Downtown zones
 At the end of your turn, you have presence in the most cities
2. Highest score (after 15 rounds if no player won by milestone cards)
 Your score is calculated from the value of riders in your tableau. Only
riders in cities where you have the most number of rider cards than
other players are scored. Rider cards come in fixed values (-3, 1, 2, 3,
4, 6) and variable values.
 Milestone cards you earned score 3 points each.
 Then subtract 4 points for each loan card
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GAME SET UP

Remember it’s the last day to scoop up riders, and you only have morning, afternoon and evening to get this done. The game
is played over 3 phases, representing each of the 3 parts of day:
 Morning Phase where you are competing to acquire morning riders
 Afternoon Phase where you are competing to acquire afternoon riders, and
 Evening Phase where you compete to acquire evening riders
Each of the 3 phases is played over 5 rounds (unless someone wins by milestone cards).
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(A) Morning Phase riders pile
Shuffle rider cards and separate out 3 piles representing
people proactively who request rideshare rides during
each of the 3 parts of day. The number of cards in each
pile is as follows:
2-player game: 10 cards
3-player game: 15 cards
4-player game: 20 cards
Place any one of the piles in the position (A) to become
the Morning Phase Riders pile. Arrange the remaining
two piles in position (B) and (C). Always double-check
that each pile has the correct number of rider cards.
(B) Afternoon Phase riders pile
(C) Evening Phase riders pile
(D) Contested Riders
Reveal the top 4 cards from the Morning Phase Riders
pile. Revealed cards are the “contested riders” that
rideshare operators jostle to acquire. The first card
revealed goes into position (E) which is slot 1; next card
immediately on top of it into slot 2; next card into is
slot 3; and 4th card into position (F), which is slot 4.
Each time a contested rider card is acquired, slide
remaining cards one slot down, reveal top card from
phase pile and place it in slot 4.
(E) Slot 1
(F) Slot 4
(G) Taxi Riders draw pile
After separating morning, afternoon and evening riders
pile, all remaining cards are placed in position (G) and
become the “taxi riders”, representing people who rode
in the taxis and are not currently seeking a ride

(J) Tool cards draw pile
Shuffle tool cards and place face down to form the draw
pile
(K) Tool cards face up discard pile
Played too cards where the effect described on the card
is carried out are placed in a face-up discard pile in
position (K), except that the first 2 “red letter” tool cards
(explained later) revealed during a phase are placed
face-up in position (M).
(L) Tool cards face down discard pile
Cards that are discarded as payment for an Optional
Action’s cost or due to a rider card power are placed in a
“messy” face down discard pile.
(M) Red letter tool cards tracking
The first 2 “red letter” tool cards revealed during a
phase are placed face-up in this position. The second red
letter tool card only partially covers the first to enable
players to see that there are 2 cards.

(N) Loan cards
Number of loan cards varies by player count as follows:
2 player game – 6 cards; 3 players – 9 cards; and 4
players – 12 cards. During the game each player is
limited to having a maximum of 3 loan cards at any
point.
(O) Yellow Milestone cards
(P) Green Milestone cards
(Q) Driver cards discard pile
For 1-2 player games, place 4 driver cards face-up in the
starting discard pile (Q). In 3-4 player games no cards
are placed in the starting discard pile.

(H) Curbside
Reveal top 4 cards from the taxi riders pile and lay them
face-up in any order. These represent riders waiting for
a taxi on the curbside. Each time a card is acquired
from the curbside during play, replace it with the top
card from the taxi riders pile.
(I) Rider cards discard pile
Cards discarded or traded during play are placed face
down in a “messy” way to form the rider cards discard
pile in position (I) – it needs to be “messy” so that it
can be easily distinguished from the taxi riders pile. If
the taxi riders pile runs out at any point during play,
just shuffle the rider cards discard pile and neatly pile
it to form the new taxi riders draw pile.
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THE RIDER CARD

HOW TO PLAY (2-4 PLAYERS)
Deal 7 driver cards to each player – remaining cards are out of play.
Determine first player dealing 1 rider card to each player from the taxi riders
pile. Player with the highest value card goes first. If there is a tie, youngest
player chooses which of the tied players goes first. Chosen person takes the
first player card. Shuffle cards back into taxi riders pile.
Player to the right of first player gets two bonus driver cards (to compensate
for the unpleasant scenario of not having a choice of contested riders on the
very last turn in the phase).
Play proceeds clockwise, starting with the holder of first player card. Each
player turn has 8 steps:
Step 1 – Draw tool card and add it to hand

(1) Card type name
(2) City Code
A, B, C, D, E or F.
(3) Zone

Step 2 - (Optional) Displace 1 contested rider
First discard 1 tool card onto “messy” face down pile. Then choose 1
contested rider card and discard it. Finally, draw top card from taxi riders
pile and place it face up in same slot as displaced contested rider card.
Step 3 – Acquire 1 contested rider card (a.k.a “Required Acquisition”)
Pay the acquisition cost by discarding a number of driver cards EQUAL TO
the rider card’s slot number. For example, discard 2 driver cards to acquire
card in slot 2. Add acquired card to your hand. When the rider card acquired
has the “lay immediately” icon, that card must be laid immediately onto
tableau. In that case player skips Step 4.
Also see FAQ-C1 “What to do when player has no driver cards”

(4) Card power
Some cards have a power which activates
when the card is laid onto tableau.
(5) Card value
The number of points the card scores,
OR the number of cards you gain or
discard if the card is traded (where
applicable). Card values can be fixed and
variable.
(6) Card type icon
(7) Explanation area
Effect: Effect of placing card in tableau
Trade: Effect of trading card for drivers
(8) Card type artwork
(9) Lay immediately icon
When a card with this icon is acquired
from the contested rider cards (and only
from contested rider cards), it must be
immediately laid onto tableau. In all other
cases this icon has no effect.

Step 4 – Lay 1 rider card from hand onto tableau (Required, unless
player acquired a card with “lay immediately icon in step 3)
This could be the newly acquired card, or another card that was already in
player’s hand. If player acquired and laid a card with a “lay immediately”
icon in step 3, they must skip step 4.
Step 5 – Play up to 2 Optional Actions (explained later)
Also see FAQ-B1 “Explanation of the Take Two tool card”
Step 6 – Earn milestone card (if conditions met)
Check to see whether you have met conditions to earn a milestone card
(explained later). If you have fulfilled conditions for 2 milestone victory
cards simultaneously, you may gain only one card on that turn, and wait
until the next turn to gain the other one (unless another player meets the
condition and gets the other milestone card before your next turn).
Step 7 – Check hand size
At the end of a turn, each player is limited to having a maximum of four
(4) rider cards and three (3) tool cards in hand. Excess cards must be
discarded immediately onto the “messy” face down piles. A player may
not discard rider cards if they have 4 or less rider cards in hand.
Step 8 – Set-up contested riders for next player
Slide remaining contested rider cards one slot down. Reveal new rider card
from in-play phase riders (position A in set up) and place in slot 4.
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End of phase
At the end of the morning phase and afternoon phase the following 3
things occur:
i. Player who has first player card
(a) immediately gets 2 bonus driver cards (as they will be last
player in the next phase), and
(b) gives first player card to the player to their left who then goes
first in next phase.

THE TOOL CARD
From the strategy toolkit comes tool
cards which allow players to perform
various beneficial actions, except for
red letter tool cards.

ii. Face-up curbside rider cards are discarded onto the face down
discard pile and 4 new cards revealed from taxi riders pile and placed
face up onto curbside.
iii. Both face-up and face-down tool cards discard piles, as well as the 2
red-letter tool cards placed in middle of set-up area, are shuffled into
the tool cards draw pile.
Also see FAQ-C3 “What to do if you realize phase riders pile had
insufficient rider cards”
Ending the game (if no one wins by milestone cards)
The game ends after the Evening Phase. Before scoring occurs, rider
cards in hand and banked rider cards (explained under Optional
Actions) are first laid onto tableau as follows:
Lay rider cards in hand (performed first)
Each player must lay ALL rider cards in their hand (starting with player
who went first in the Evening phase), and proceeding clockwise. The
following special rules apply for laying cards in hand at this time:

(A) Card title
(B) Card artwork
(C) Blurb
(D) Game effect
Card title, artwork and blurb have no
game effect.
Red letter tool cards cause players to
discard driver cards, tool cards or rider
cards.
Example red letter tool card

 All cards whose powers icons have a red circle around them must
be carried out when cards are laid, with modifications to effects as
follows:
o Party People cards - If player does not have a tool card to discard,
player must discard any rider card except negative value cards
from tableau and from the same city in which the card is laid
o Socialites cards - Player must discard any rider card except
negative value cards from tableau and from the same city in
which the card is laid
 For Mr. Grumpy card, the effect described on the card is carried out
without modification
Powers for all other cards must not be carried out. Also, no
milestone victory cards may be gained as result of rider card laying
after the end of Evening Phase.
Lay banked rider cards
Each player lays onto tableau ALL their “banked” rider cards. All card
powers (including red circle powers) must not be carried out. Also, no
milestone victory cards may be gained.

In each phase, only the first 2 red letter
tool cards revealed have their game
effects carried out. Those 2 are placed
face up in the middle of the table
(position M in set up) for tracking. Any
red letter tool cards revealed thereafter
during that phase are simply ignored
and placed in the face-up tool card
discard pile (position K in set up).
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MILESTONE CARDS

FINAL SCORING (2-4 PLAYERS)
If no one won by milestone cards, winner is determined as follows:
Step 1: Determine which cities each payer has right to score
Cards in each player’s tableau are scored only for cities where player has the
most number of rider cards compared to other players. If one or more players
are tied for most number of cards in a city, then all tied players score that
city. Then determine the city score by adding the point values for all cards
in that city.
Step 2: Tally up each player’s final score
Adding together the city scores, 3 points for each milestone card, and
subtracting 4 points for each loan card.
How to score variable value cards

(1) Milestone name
(2) Card artwork
(3) Conditions to earn and retain card
(4) Points at final scoring
There are 10 milestone cards – 6 yellow
face cards (1 for each city), and 4 green
face cards (most cities, most uptown
zones, midtown zones, and downtown
zones, all subject to a minimum 3 different
cities or zones).
Players are limited to earning only 1
milestone card per turn. If you happen to
meet conditions for 2 milestone cards
during a single turn, you must choose 1
milestone card to gain immediately and
wait until the next turn to gain the other
one (unless another player meets the
condition and gets the other milestone card
before your next turn).
Once a player earns a yellow milestone
card, they keep it until the end of game
even if player ceases having cards in all
city’s zones.
A player may lose a green milestone card
only if someone else overtakes player’s
zones and cities presence count – that
other person takes the green milestone
card in question.

Illustration: John has two Accountants cards whose value is “n”
(meaning card’s value is equal to number of Accountants cards
in tableau), one in city A and the other in city B, and 3 other
Accountants cards with value of “2” in tableau. He has a total
of 5 Accountants cards in tableau (sum of variable and fixed
value cards). This means that each variable value Accountants
card is worth 5 points.

Example scoring sheet is shown below:
P1

P2

P3

P4

A city
B city
C city
D city
E city
F city
Cities score subtotal
Add: Milestone cards
Minus: Loan cards
Final score

Step 3: Determine winner
Player with the highest points wins.
 If there is a tie, then the player among those tied with the most
milestone cards wins.
 If there is still a tie, the player among those tied with the fewest rider
cards in their scoring cities is the winner.
 If there is a tie, then the tied players share the victory.

Also see FAQ-D1 and D2 for illustrations.
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LAYING CARDS IN TABLEAU
Each city forms its own column with Uptown cards at the top, Midtown cards in the middle, and Downtown cards at the
bottom. Cities may be laid out next to each other in no particular order. For example, your first city might be “E”, then next
to it you might have city “B”, then next to it city “D”
When you lay rider cards on top of each other in your tableau, do not cover the panel to the left that has all the information
about the card – that way, you can see what cards are in your tableau at any point. A new card may only be laid on top of
existing cards (if any). Once a card is laid onto tableau, it must not be moved unless (1) it is being traded, or (2) you lay a
Mr. Grumpy card with a power on top of that card which causes the card to get discarded immediately.
Example Tableau Layout

(1) “Bank” of loyal riders (face down in multiplayer games). Once a card is banked, it will remain in the banked pile
until final scoring. Banking rider cards is a way to accumulate rider cards beyond the 4-card hand limit. And because these
are your “loyal” riders, banked cards with adverse card powers (with red circles around card power icons) will not affect
you when you finally lay the cards on tableau at the end of the game. Rider cards are converted from cards in hand to
banked via an Optional Action.
In 2-4 player games, banked rider cards must be kept face down on the table. You may look at banked cards and immediately
put them back down - do not mix them up with rider cards in your hand.
Once a card is banked, it will remain in the banked pile until final scoring at the end of the game.
(2) “Bank” of loyal riders (face-up in solo games). They must lie horizontal so as not to be mixed up with rider cards
tableau.
(3) Driver cards may be placed on the table. If a player prefers, they could hold their driver cards in their hand.
(4) Milestone cards are placed here face up so that they are visible to other players
(5) Loan cards are placed here where they are visible to other players
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OPTIONAL ACTIONS
On a turn, a player may carry out up to 2 Optional Actions. These could be two different Optional Actions or the same
Optional Action performed twice. Available Optional Actions are as follows:
Rider Card Actions
R1. Gain one rider card from taxi riders pile (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding one
tool card onto the messy face down pile. Then draw two cards from top of taxi riders pile, add one to your hand, and discard
the other onto messy face-down pile without revealing. Note: you can discard both cards if you don’t want to add any to
your hand
R2. Acquire one rider card from curbside (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding one tool
card. To acquire the rider card of your choice, discard number of driver cards equal to card’s value. Where the card value is
variable, the card value is based only on cards already in your tableau.
Illustration: Kate wants to acquire a Dudes card whose value is “2n”, meaning 2 multiplied by number of Dudes cards
in tableau. Kate already has 3 Dudes cards in her tableau. That means Kate has to discard 6 driver cards (3 x 2) to
acquire that rider card and add it to her hand. If Kate had no Dudes cards in her tableau, that means she would discard
zero driver cards to acquire the “2n” Dudes card

Acquisition cost exception: Rider cards with a negative value may be acquired without discarding any driver cards. Player
still needs to pay the action cost by discarding one tool card.
R3. Contested rider/curbside swap (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding 1 tool card. Then
select any one contested rider card and swap it with any one curbside rider card. The curbside card must be placed in the
same slot that the contested rider card was moved from. The cards may be for different cities. Negative value cards may be
swapped too.
Tip: This optional action makes it possible to acquire two contested rider cards during the same turn. In solo games, you
can use this action to “park” a contested rider on the curbside for acquisition in a later turn. In multi-player games, this
action is also a handy way to inconvenience other players.
R4. Tableau/curbside card swap (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding 1 tool card. Then
select any one rider card from your tableau (except a negative value card) and swap it for any one rider card of the same
city from curbside (including negative value cards). Immediately lay acquired card onto tableau and carry out its powers
(if any).
R5. “Bank” one rider card (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding 1 tool card. Then select
any one rider card from your hand and place it on your “banked” rider cards pile.
Tool Card Actions
T1. Play one tool card from hand (action cost: Free): Reveal tool card from hand and carry out its effects. Then discard
tool card by placing it in the face up discard pile.
T2. Gain 1 tool card (action cost: 2 driver cards): First pay the action cost by discarding 2 driver cards, then gain 1 tool
card from top of tool card draw pile. If you happen to draw a “red letter” tool card, you must reveal it immediately for the
effects to be carried out (unless 2 red letter cards already revealed, in which case just place it in face up discard pile), then
draw another tool card.
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Gain Driver Cards/Loan Actions
D1. Trade one rider card from tableau (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding one tool card.
Then remove one rider card from tableau and gain driver cards as noted on card, then discard rider card. You may trade any
card, including a card that lies under other cards in your tableau, as long as it has “trade” instructions written at the bottom
of the card. If a card does not have “trade” instructions, it means it cannot be traded.
Trade action backstory: The taxi cartel leader is making a desperate attempt to stay in business and makes you an offer
you can’t refuse – drop off your riders in the designated “taxi zone”, and he’ll see to it that you get some drivers.
D2. Pay off any number of loan cards (action cost: one tool card): First pay the action cost by discarding one tool card.
Then pay off loan cards, one at a time, by discarding 4 driver cards per loan card.
Note that loan cards may only be paid off using driver cards - if you don’t have driver cards you can’t pay off a loan.

Important: Getting a loan is not/does not count as an Optional Action. A player may get one or more loans during a
single turn. Players are however limited to having a maximum of 3 loans at any time.

SOLO VARIANT
Overview

Game Setup

In solo plays you are playing against the game.

Same as 2-4 player game, except for
the following:






No milestone cards may be earned in the Morning Phase (phase
1) of play.
For Afternoon and Evening phases, a milestone card is revealed
from a face-down pile at the beginning of each round.
Each time you fail to earn the revealed milestone card during
that round, the card is accumulated by the game.
You instantly lose if the game accumulates 5 milestone cards.

How To Win
If you survive through all 3 phases, you win if at least 2 of your cities
have 5 rider cards or more each, and those cities, along with milestone
victory cards you earned, score 50 points or more, depending on the
level of difficulty as follows:

Level 1 - easiest
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Number of
cards per city
5
6
7
8

Winning
score
50
55
60
65

(A)/(B)/(C ) Phase riders’ piles
Each pile has 20 rider cards
(D) Contested Riders
Same as 2-4 players, except that
each time a contested rider card is
acquired, discard all 3 remaining
cards at end of turn, then reveal 4
new rider cards, with first one going
into slot 1 and so forth.
(N) Loan cards
Only 3 loan cards in play
(O)/(P) Milestone cards
All milestone cards are shuffled into
a single pile and placed face-down.
(Q) Driver cards discard pile
Place 4 driver cards face-up in the
starting discard pile (Q). Remaining
driver cards are out of play.
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How to play solo
In solo games, a player starts out with the following:





Level 1: 7 driver cards
Level 2: 8 driver cards
Level 3: 9 driver cards
Level 4: 10 driver cards

Each player turn has 9 steps:



Step 1a – Reveal milestone card from face down pile
Step 1b – Draw tool card and add it to hand

All other steps are same as 2-4 player rules except as described below:
 Step 2 - (Optional) Displace 1 contested rider
 Step 3 – Acquire 1 contested rider card (a.k.a “Required Acquisition”)
 Step 4 – Lay 1 rider card from hand onto tableau (Required, unless player acquired a card with “lay immediately
icon in step 3)
 Step 5 – Play up to 2 Optional Actions
 Step 6 – Earn milestone card (if conditions met)
Solo special rule: A player loses a green milestone card if, at the end of their turn, they no longer meet
the “minimum of 3” condition, for example, if player traded a rider card during turn. Once a green
milestone card is accumulated by the game, it never returns to the player again even if the player
subsequently meets the “minimum of 3 condition” – this rule only applies in solo games.



Step 7 – Check hand size
Step 8 – Set-up contested riders for next round
Solo special rule: Discard all 3 remaining cards at end of turn, then reveal 4 new rider cards, with first
one going into slot 1 and so forth.

End of phase
Same as 2-4 players, except that no bonus driver cards are given to player
Ending the game (if you do not lose via game accumulating 5 milestone cards)
Same as 2-4 players, except that no bonus driver cards are given to player
Solo final scoring
If you do not have 2 cities which meet the number of cards requirement, the you have lost the game and proceed no further.
If 2 or more cities meet the number of cards requirement, then only the cities which meet the requirement are scored. Also
add 3 points for each milestone card, and subtract 4 points for each loan card. You win the game if your score meets or
exceeds the minimum score requirement.

Level 1 - easiest
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Minimum number
of cards per city for
at least 2 cities
5
6
7
8

Winning score
50
55
60
65
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RIDER CARDS POWERS
There are 7 different types of powers represented by different icons. These powers are activated on a one-off basis upon
laying of the respective rider card in tableau. Where a card has no powers, the effect icon circle will be grey throughout.
You don’t need to memorize the effect icons - the exact effect is explained at the bottom of the card next to the word “Lay”.
Important: resolving/carrying out a card power is not an optional action. If you lay a rider card with a power as part of the
Required Action, you resolve the effect and still carry out your two Optional Actions.
Card power icon meanings:
Gain 2 driver cards. If there are no driver cards in driver discard pile when this card is played, then you
get nothing. If there is only one card, then you get just the one.
This card power is on Dudes cards. Why? Because these dudes drive for rideshare operators from time
to time.
Gain one tool card (and add it to your hand).
This card power is on DJ cards. Why? Because the music they play is just what the brain needs to come
up with strategy ideas, hence you get tool cards for your strategy toolkit.
Immediately pay-off one loan card by discarding only 2 driver cards. (Note that you are not required to
discard a tool to carry out this card power.)
This card power is on Accountants cards. Why? Because the “whole world” knows that accountants
are really good at making the best of the little resources you have.1
Gain 2 extra driver cards if you trade at least 1 rider card on this turn.
This card power is on Accountants cards. Why? Because the “whole world” knows that accountants
always help you get a better return on your efforts all the time.1
Discard card on which this card is laid. (If this is the first card laid on that area in the tableau then it has
no effect.)
This card power is on Mr. Grumpy cards. Why? We all get grumpy sometimes, and when we do we repel
others away from us.
Discard one (1) tool card. (When you discard a tool card you do not carry out its effects. The discarded
tool card must be placed in the messy face-down tool card discard pile). During phases 1 to 3, you may
lay this card onto tableau even if you do not have a tool card in hand that you can discard. In that
case this card power does not affect you. Special rules apply when this card is laid at final scoring.
This card power is on Party People cards. Why? Because they’ll make you party till you drop…and till
you forget about all those awesome strategies from your strategy toolkit.
Discard one (1) rider card from hand. During phases 1 to 3, you may lay this card onto tableau even
if you do not have a rider card in hand that you can discard. In that case this card power does not
affect you. Special rules apply when this card is laid at final scoring.
This card power is on Socialites cards. Why? Well, we leave this one to your imagination.

Bias Alert: Although the “whole world” agrees with this statement, we thought you should know that this game’s
designer is an accountant by day (and a game designer by night).
1
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FAQs
A. Rider card FAQs
A1: Is carrying out effects of card powers an Optional Action?
If a rider card with a power is laid onto tableau, its effects must be carried out unless they are labelled as Optional, in
which case it’s the player’s choice. Carrying out card powers is not, and does not count, as an Optional Action.
A2: Variable value rider cards explained
Variable score cards come in values of -2n, -n, n, 2n, 3n. For example, “3n” means 3 multiplied by number of cards of
that type in tableau.
Illustration: In her tableau, Jane has 4 Mr. Grumpy cards of -3 value each, one variable Mr. Grumpy
card with a score of 3n in city B, and another variable score Mr. Grumpy in city E with score of 3n,
for a total of six (6) Mr. Grumpy cards in her tableau. Each of the variable score Mr. Grumpy cards is
worth 3 x 6 = 18.
B. Tool card FAQs
B1: Explanation of the “Take Two” tool card
That card’s effect is “You may perform 2 Optional Actions without paying the action cost. Besides these 2 free Optional
Actions, you may NOT perform any other Optional Actions on this turn.”
This means if you wish to use the Take Two card during a turn, you must play it immediately after completing your
Required Action. “Free” means you won’t have to pay the “action cost”. If the action itself involves paying another cost
as part of carrying out that action, you are still required to pay that other cost.
Illustration: John plays the Take Two card. For his first Optional Action he plays optional action
R5 “Bank one rider card” whose action cost is “discard 1 tool card from hand”. The Take Two
card lets him play that bank one rider card without discarding a tool card from hand.
For his second Optional Action he chooses action R2 “Acquire one rider card from curbside”
whose action cost is “discard 1 tool card from hand”. The Take Two card lets him acquire one
rider card from curbside without discarding a tool card from hand. However, he must still pay the
cost to acquire the rider card. For example, to acquire an Accountants card with a value of 2, he
must discard 2 driver cards.
C. How to play FAQs
C1: What to do when player has no driver cards
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

If there is at least 1 driver card in driver discard pile, then player must borrow available driver cards (up to 3)
and gain a Loan card.
Note that loan cards are limited to a maximum of 3 per player. If player already has 3 loan cards, then player
must immediately trade up to 2 rider cards from tableau and gain only half the total of drivers as described next
to the word “trade” on the cards, rounded down – for example, if player trades rider card(s) whose “trade” effect
says gain 3 driver cards, then player only gains 1 driver card, being half of 3, which is 1.5, rounded down. This
trade does not count as an Optional Action – player may still perform up to 2 Optional Actions during that turn.
Also, since this is not an Optional Action, player is not required to discard tool cards to trade the cards.
If there are no driver cards in discard pile, then player must discard one tool card and gain contested rider card
in slot 1.
If player has no tool cards, then player gains contested rider card in slot 1 for free
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C2: Getting a loan
A player may get a loan at any point during their turn. Players typically get a loan when they realize they do not have
enough driver cards to acquire a contested rider they want. Getting a loan does not count as an Optional Action.
C3: What to do if you realize phase riders pile had insufficient rider cards
Multiplayer games: If you get to end of a phase and realize that the in-play phase pile had insufficient rider cards, then
proceed as follows:
a) player who actually got last contested rider card gets 2 bonus driver cards
b) rider cards equal to number of remaining players are drawn from taxi riders pile and placed face-up as contested
riders (first card revealed goes into slot 1, etc.), and the remaining players each proceed to play their turn.
Solo games: Simply slide all cards down to slot 1, 2 etc. and draw top cards from taxi riders pile and add them to
contested rider cards until there are 4 contested cards.
D. Milestone card FAQs
D1: When does a player lose a green milestone card?
Multi-player games: A player can lose a green milestone card to another player if the other player overtakes their
“presence” number of zones or cities.
Illustration: Joe is the first player to have rider cards in 3 Uptown zones and gains the “Most
Uptown Zones” card. In a later turn, Tracy ends up with rider cards in 4 Uptown zones at the end of
her turn and Joe still has 3. At that point Tracy takes the “Most Uptown Zones” card from Joe. If in
a later turn Kevin ends up with rider cards in 5 Uptown zones and Tracy still has 4, then Kevin will
get the “Most Uptown Zones” card from Tracy.
Solo games: A player loses a green milestone card if, at the end of their turn, they no longer meet the “minimum of
3” condition, for example, if player traded a rider card during turn. Once a green milestone card is accumulated by
the game, it never returns to the player again even if the player subsequently meets the “minimum of 3 condition”
– this rule only applies in solo games.
D2: Illustration – when you meet conditions to earn 2 milestone cards during same turn
If you have fulfilled conditions for 2 milestone victory cards simultaneously, you may gain only one card on that turn,
and wait until the next turn to gain the other one (unless another player meets the condition and gets the other milestone
victory card before your next turn).
Illustration: Jack lays a city B uptown rider card and simultaneously attains city B full coverage and
uptown presence in 3 zones, and is the first player to attain both. Jack chooses to gain the “All Zones
City B” milestone victory card and his turn ends. When Tracy takes her turn after Jack, she lays a city
E uptown card and attains uptown presence in 3 cities. Because the “Most Uptown Zones” milestone
card is unclaimed, Tracy may immediately gain that card.
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